PacsScannerTM
The document scanning solution for your PACS
PacsScannerTM scans a paper document and stores the pages as a series of
images in your PACS. These documents can be anything: insurance cards, lab
reports, handwritten notes, etc. In this way all patient information is conveniently available
at every PACS workstation for instant retrieval.

Easy to use
PacsScannerTM is easy to use and does not require any DICOM knowledge. The workflow
is simple.
Select a patient study
The patient list is populated with studies from the PACS or Worklist. Searching is made easy
by selection of studies through common demographic filters.

Interested? Go to www.medima.nl and download a free demo version!
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Scan the document and finally press the Store button
All the most common scanning options are present; images can be flipped with full support
for black and white and color images. More pages can be included in the same image
series. Pictures and/or movies can be also be loaded from the hard disk.

Scan paper documents

Any paper document can be imported from the scanner

Acquire images from web-cameras

Pictures from any connected web-cam can be acquired and archived

Import images and movie

Picture and movies can be loaded from the hard disk and archived

No extra workstation required

PacsScannerTM works on standard Windows PCs networked to the
PACS system

Simple user interface

Anyone can scan documents without any DICOM or PACS knowledge

Document manipulation

PacsScannerTM allows flipping of documents and images and selection
of resolution before transmission

All fonts are recognized

PacsScannerTM recognizes and displays all the fonts: arabic, chinese,
cyrillic, etc.

Language support

PacsScannerTM is available in several languages: english, german,
italian, etc.
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